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During human seizures, organized waves of voltage activity rapidly sweep across the cortex. Two contradictory theories
describe the source of these fast traveling waves: either a slowly advancing narrow region of multiunit activity (an ictal wave-
front) or a fixed cortical location. Limited observations and different analyses prevent resolution of these incompatible theo-
ries. Here we address this disagreement by combining the methods and microelectrode array recordings (N= 11 patients, 2
females, N= 31 seizures) from previous human studies to analyze the traveling wave source. We find, inconsistent with both
existing theories, a transient relationship between the ictal wavefront and traveling waves, and multiple stable directions of
traveling waves in many seizures. Using a computational model that combines elements of both existing theories, we show
that interactions between an ictal wavefront and fixed source reproduce the traveling wave dynamics observed in vivo. We
conclude that combining both existing theories can generate the diversity of ictal traveling waves.
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Significance Statement

The source of voltage discharges that propagate across cortex during human seizures remains unknown. Two candidate theo-
ries exist, each proposing a different discharge source. Support for each theory consists of observations from a small number
of human subject recordings, analyzed with separately developed methods. How the different, limited data and different anal-
ysis methods impact the evidence for each theory is unclear. To resolve these differences, we combine the unique, human
microelectrode array recordings collected separately for each theory and analyze these combined data with a unified
approach. We show that neither existing theory adequately describes the data. We then propose a new theory that unifies
existing proposals and successfully reproduces the voltage discharge dynamics observed in vivo.

Introduction
Most observations of human brain activity during seizures con-
sist of noninvasive recordings, limiting spatial (e.g., scalp electro-
encephalogram) or temporal (fMRI) (Kobayashi et al., 2006)
resolution. Invasive voltage recordings from clinical macroelectr-
odes improve spatial resolution (Engel et al., 2005), but provide
only macroscopic views of neural population activity (Buzsáki et
al., 2012). Recently, microelectrode array (MEA) and microgrid
data have provided new insights into single-neuron and small

neural population activity during human seizures (Truccolo et
al., 2011; Schevon et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2016; Eissa et al., 2017,
2018; Martinet et al., 2017; Kleen et al., 2021). However, new con-
troversies have also emerged (Truccolo et al., 2011; Merricks et al.,
2015; Smith and Schevon, 2016; Schevon et al., 2019).

In this manuscript, we address one recent controversy: the
source of traveling waves (TWs) during seizures. Many observa-
tions support the existence of TWs during the spike-and-wave dis-
charges of focal onset seizures in humans (González-Ramírez et al.,
2015; Wagner et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2016; Martinet et al., 2017;
Liou et al., 2020; Diamond et al., 2021). Localizing this TW source
may help identify the epileptogenic zone (Diamond et al., 2021):
the target of surgical resection to treat epilepsy (Lüders et al., 2006).
In contrast to alternative biomarkers of the epileptogenic zone
(e.g., high-frequency oscillations, Frauscher et al., 2017; or network-
based measures, Li et al., 2021), detection of TWs does not require
recordings from the location of the wave source (Tomlinson et al.,
2016; Diamond et al., 2021). This is advantageous when brain activ-
ity is undersampled because of limited sensor coverage.
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Two highly developed theories exist to explain the source of
the TWs during seizures. In one theory, a slowly propagating
boundary characterized by a high firing rate (called the ictal
wavefront [IW]) emerges at seizure onset and slowly spreads
(;1 mm/s) over cortex, seeding fast-propagating waves that
travel in two directions: radially inwards to a recruited core, and
radially outwards into a nonrecruited penumbra (Smith et al.,
2016; Schevon et al., 2019; Liou et al., 2020). In an alternative
theory, activity at a fixed source increases the concentration of
extracellular potassium, which diffuses to gradually increase
excitability throughout the cortex; this increase in excitability
allows activity at the fixed source to propagate as TWs over the
entire cortical surface (Martinet et al., 2017). In this fixed source
theory, fast propagating waves travel solely in the outward radial
direction from a stationary source. Observations from epilepsy
patients, computational models, and experimental observations
in animal models support both theories (Proix et al., 2018;
Diamond et al., 2021).

Resolving these conflicting theories is essential to under-
standing the spatiotemporal dynamics of ictal discharges, con-
straining candidate mechanisms for these dynamics, and
ultimately improving patient care. However, a direct compari-
son of the evidence supporting each theory remains challeng-
ing. The limited number of subjects (3 in Smith et al., 2016; 3 in
Martinet et al., 2017) and the different data analysis methods
used may have contributed to the alternative propagation sce-
narios identified. We resolve these two conflicting theories by
combining the MEA recordings from Smith et al. (2016) and
Martinet et al. (2017), applying the same analysis methods to
these aggregated MEA data, and testing the hypothesis that
TWs emerge from a slowly expanding IW.

We show in the aggregate data that IWs exist in most patients
and provide evidence for a transient relationship between the
fast TWs and the IW. We conclude that IWs seed TWs, but do
so in conjunction with additional, possibly fixed, sources. We
illustrate this new theory with a computational model that dem-
onstrates consistency with the in vivo data. By identifying a more
complex source of neocortical TWs during human seizures, these
results resolve the conflict between two existing theories.

Materials and Methods
Human recordings
Eleven patients (2 females and 9 males) with medically intractable focal
epilepsy were implanted with 4� 4 mm MEAs. The arrays were
implanted in neocortical gyri based on presurgical estimation of the icto-
genic region. MEAs consist of 96 platinum-tipped silicon probes
arranged in a 10� 10 grid, with a length of either 1.0 or 1.5 mm.
Histology suggests that the electrodes record from neocortical layers 4/5,
although in some patients (e.g., P6) the electrode depth was difficult to
assess (Schevon et al., 2012). Neural data were recorded at a sampling
rate of 30kHz on each microelectrode with a range of 68mV at 16-bit
precision, and a 0.3Hz to 7.5 kHz bandpass filter on a Neuroport Neural
Monitoring System (Blackrock Microsystems). The reference electrode
was either subdural or epidural, chosen based on recording quality. All
patients were enrolled after informed consent was obtained, and ap-
proval was granted by local Institutional Review Boards at Columbia
University Irving Medical Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, and
Brigham Women’s Hospitals (Partners Human Research Committee)
according to National Institutes of Health guidelines. Clinical determi-
nation of seizure onset zone and seizure spread were made initially by
the treating physicians. The seizure end time was defined as the latest
time at which both the microelectrode and macroelectrode recordings
displayed large-amplitude ictal activity. For detailed patient information,
see Table 1.

TW direction estimation
All time-series are downsampled from 30kHz to 1000Hz (using the
resample function from the Signal Processing Toolbox for MATLAB).
For each seizure, we first identify and exclude channels without signal or
with excessive noise. We do so by estimating the standard deviation of
the signal on each channel and excluding channels with outlier values.
Outliers are detected using the isoutlier function of MATLAB with the
default parameter settings so that an outlier is a value exceeding 3 scaled
median absolute deviations (sMAD) from the population median. For a
random variable vector X:

sMAD Xð Þ ¼ MAD Xð Þ=0:6745 ¼ MedianðjX �Median XÞjð Þ=0:6745:
(1)

The median absolute deviation (MAD) is a dispersion statistic that
is more robust to outliers than the standard deviation, and is scaled by
0.6745, the value of the MAD for a standard normal distribution
(Hoaglin et al., 1983; Maronna et al., 2019). We then identify additional
channels with outlier behavior using principal component analysis. To
do so, we project the signal from each channel onto each of the first three
principal components and retain only the largest cluster of channels in
this projection (hierarchical clustering based on Mahalanobis distance to
nearest neighbor with a cutoff threshold of

ffiffiffi
2

p
). For all seizures, we retain

at least 70 electrodes for analysis. Finally, we bandpass filter (150-order
FIR) the signal from [1, 50] Hz or [1, 13] Hz depending on the method
applied to estimate TW direction (max-descent method or group delay
method, respectively; see next section).

Time of arrival (TOA) estimates
We apply two methods to estimate TW directions: the “max-descent
method” developed by Smith et al. (2016) and the “group delay method”
developed by Martinet et al. (2017). We briefly describe each method
here.

Max-descent. To identify TWs and estimate the direction of propaga-
tion using the max-descent method, we first identify negative voltage
peaks in the 1-50Hz bandpass filtered local field potential (LFP) signal
on each channel (at least 1 standard deviation below the channel mean).
We define a discharge time as a time when at least 30 electrodes possess
negative voltage peaks within a 40ms window. In this way, we choose a
low threshold to identify the negative voltage peaks, but require many
channels cross this threshold. We use an interval of 40ms because waves
traveling at 100 mm/s (Wagner et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2016; Martinet
et al., 2017; Proix et al., 2018; Diamond et al., 2021) require 40ms to
cross the MEA. Finally, for each discharge time, we define the discharge
TOA at each electrode as the time with the steepest voltage descent
(peak negative derivative) within a 100ms window centered on the dis-
charge time (Schevon et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2016; Liou et al., 2017).

Group delay. To identify TWs and estimate the direction of propaga-
tion using the group delay method, we compute TOAs at 100ms inter-
vals starting 5 s before seizure onset and ending 5 s after seizure
termination. This method infers the group delay to estimate TOAs rela-
tive to the central electrode (Gotman, 1983; Martinet et al., 2017).
Specifically, we compute the multitaper coherogram to infer the pairwise
coherence between the 1-13Hz LFP signal on each electrode and that of
the central electrode using the Chronux toolbox for MATLAB (Bokil et
al., 2010). Coherence estimates are each computed using 10 s intervals
and 39 tapers (frequency resolution of 2Hz). Group delay is the slope of
the phase versus frequency of the coherence. We estimate the slope using
linear regression on the set of contiguous frequencies spanning at least
3Hz for which the coherence exceeds the theoretical confidence level at
95%.

Clustering of time of arrival estimates
We enforce smoothness on the spatial patterns of TOAs by restricting
analysis to the largest cluster of TOAs, where an observation is the three-
dimensional vector consisting of the (x,y) electrode coordinates and the
z-scored TOAs (z-scored relative to the set of TOAs across all electrodes
for the given discharge). We generate the clusters using hierarchical clus-
tering based on Euclidean distance to nearest neighbor with a cutoff
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threshold of
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:5

p
. This cutoff threshold ensures that the cluster is spa-

tially connected and the normalized TOAs of neighboring electrodes dif-
fer by,0.5 standard deviations.

TW velocity estimates
Linear regression is performed to obtain parameter estimates for T =
b 0 1 b xx 1 b yy, where T is a vector containing the largest cluster of
TOAs, and x and y are the corresponding electrode coordinates. When
TOAs are observed on at least 30 electrodes, the coefficients are esti-
mated using robust regression with the following weighting function:

w ¼ 1
11jrj

where

r ¼ R=ð1:4 � s �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� h

p
Þ;

and R is the vector of residuals, s = sMAD(R) (Eq. 1), and h is the vector
of leverage values from a least-squares fit. Discharges are classified as
TWs if the coefficients b x and b y of the 2D linear regression for the se-
ries of discharge arrival times are significantly different from 0 (p, 0.05,
F test that the two coefficient estimates are both 0 based on at least 30 ar-
rival times). The TW velocity ([Vx, Vy]) is the pseudoinverse of [b x,
b y]

T. The TW direction is the four-quadrant inverse tangent of the ve-
locity components [atan2(Vy, Vx)]. Regression is implemented using the
robustfit function in MATLAB and matches the method applied in
Martinet et al. (2017).

Comparison of direction estimates
To compare results from the max-descent and group delay methods
applied to in vivo data, we subtract the max-descent method direction
estimate at each detected discharge from the nearest (in time) group
delay method direction estimate (the group delay method is applied at
100ms intervals rather than at isolated discharge times). If one or both
of the methods does not detect a TW, then no difference is defined. We

compute the mean angle of the per-discharge differences on sliding 5 s
windows (4 s overlap) using the CircStat toolbox for MATLAB (Berens,
2009). The mean angle estimate from the set {u 1, ..., u N} of angle vectors
is given by the angle of the resultant vector R(h) as follows:

R uð Þ ¼
XN

n¼1
exp iu nð Þ=N: (2)

Directionality index (DI)
To evaluate the stability of TW directions according to each method, we
compute the DI – the magnitude of the resultant vector in Equation 2 as
follows:

DI uð Þ ¼ R uð Þj:
��

Estimation of time-varying characteristics
We compute four time varying characteristics of seizures:

TW direction. The direction of TW propagation adjusted so that the
IW direction is 0°.

Proportion of fast TWs. Discharges are classified as TWs if the coeffi-
cients b x and b y of the 2D linear regression (see section TW velocity
estimates) for the series of discharge arrival times are significantly differ-
ent from 0 (p, 0.05, F test that the two coefficient estimates are both 0).
Lower values indicate fewer discharges classified as TWs.

Root mean square error (RMSE). RMSE of the fitted 2D linear regres-
sion model given the discharge times of arrivals. Lower values indicate
better fits.

DI. Magnitude of R in Equation 2 when u is the difference in direc-
tion estimates from the two methods. DI ranges from 0 to 1, with lower
values representing less similarity between directions.

To facilitate comparison across different subjects and seizures, we set
the time of IW crossing to 0 s. Because seizures from a single patient
show similar propagation patterns, we group seizures by patient, and
then compute estimates of the mean of each characteristic on sliding 5 s

Table 1. Detailed information for each patienta

Patient Hospital Age Sex
Seizure
type MEA location Seizure onset Pathology Surgical outcome

Seizures
analyzed Previous referencesc

P1 BW 21 M FIA Temporal (left superior tempo-
ral gyrus)

Left temporal Mesial temporal sclerosis ILAE 1 (46 mo) 3 B1, LFP/MUA #22, P45,
P46, P37, P39

P2 CU 29 M FTBTC Temporal (left anterior/inferior
temporal lobe)

Left frontal polar/
orbitofrontal

Focal cortical dysplasia Type
2a; reactive astrogliosis

Engel 4 (1 mo) 2 N/A

P3b MG 45 M FTBTC Temporal (right middle tempo-
ral gyrus)

Right temporal Mesial temporal sclerosis ILAE 1 (28 mo) 3 P16, P27, P19

P4 CU 19 F FTBTC Temporal (right posterior tem-
poral gyrus)

Right posterior lat-
eral temporal

Nonspecific Engel 1a (.2 yr) 1 c73,4, P48, A10, P411,
P112

P5 CU 32 F FIA Temporal (left inferior tempo-
ral gyrus)

Left basal/anterior
temporal

Mild CA1 neuronal loss; lateral
temporal nonspecific

Engel 1a (55 mo) 3 c53,4, P38, B10, P311,
P212

P6b MG 32 M FIA Temporal (left middle temporal
gyrus)

Mesial temporal Mesial temporal sclerosis ILAE 1 (40 mo) 3 LFP/MUA #12, P35,
P26, P17, P29

P7 CU 28 M FTBTC Frontal (left premotor) Left prefrontal Mild reactive astrogliosis;
patchy microgliosis;
Chaslin’s marginal sclerosis

Engel 3 (32 mo) 2 P412

P8 CU 26 M FIA Temporal (left posterior inferior
temporal gyrus)

Left subtemporal/
lateral temporal

Diffusely infiltrating low-grade
glioma, IDH-1-negative

Engel 4 (29 mo) 6 P512

P9 CU 30 M FA Temporal (right mesial tempo-
ral gyrus)

Right subtemporal Mild astrocytosis Engel 1 (12 mo) 2 P611, P712

P10 CU 30 M FIA Frontal (left frontal convexity) Left supplementary
motor area

Nonspecific Engel 3 (.2 yr) 3 c33,4, P28, P111, P912

P11 CU 39 M FIA Frontal (left dorsolateral frontal
lobe)

Left frontal
operculum

Nonspecific Engel 1a (.2 yr) 3 c43,4, P211, P1012

aPrevious analyses of each patient, and the corresponding patient labels, indicated in the last column. FIA, Focal impaired awareness; FA, focal aware; FTBTC, focal to bilateral tonic clonic; CU, Columbia University Irving
Medical Center; MG, Massachusetts General Hospital; BW, Brigham Women’s Hospital.
bProbe length is 1.0 mm in all patients, except P6 and P3 where it is 1.5 mm.
cReferences as follows: 1Truccolo et al. (2011); 2Kramer et al. (2012); 3Schevon et al. (2012); 4Weiss et al. (2013); 5Truccolo et al. (2014); 6Wagner et al. (2015); 7González-Ramírez et al. (2015); 8Smith et al. (2016); 9Martinet
et al. (2017); 10Liou et al. (2020); 11Merricks et al. (2021); 12Smith et al. (2022).
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intervals (4 s overlap); we note that in this manuscript the mean TW
direction refers to the circular mean, or angle of the vector sum of direc-
tions observed in the given 5 s interval (Eq. 2; implemented using the
CircStat toolbox for MATLAB) (Berens, 2009). We then apply a leave-
one-out, or jackknife, procedure to estimate the population mean of
each characteristic at each time point where there are at least 10 observa-
tions of the characteristic of interest in each of at least 3 patients (see section
Jackknife estimation).

IW detection
We identify candidate IW events following the methods described in
Merricks et al. (2021), Wagner et al. (2015), and Smith et al. (2016); we
briefly describe those methods here. We first filter the voltage signal at
each electrode to [300, 3000] Hz (150-order FIR filter) to isolate multiu-
nit activity (MUA), then smooth the MUA rate using a 1 s moving aver-
age to emphasize intervals of persistent high firing rate. To remove
synchronous activity across the MEA, we set the spatial mean to 0 at ev-
ery time point. We then z score the smoothed MUA rates on each chan-
nel, identify electrodes with z� 3, and define candidate IW events as
peaks in the number of electrodes with z� 3; peaks must be separated
by at least t seconds, where t is automatically determined for each sei-
zure as outlined below (see section Autodetection of IW width).

For each candidate IW event, we define the crossing time for each
electrode as the time of peak smoothed MUA rate within t /2 s of the
candidate IW event time. We then cluster these crossing times as
described in section Clustering of time of arrival estimates, both to
enforce spatiotemporal smoothness and to retain only the largest cluster.
Finally, from this largest cluster, we exclude electrodes whose peak firing
rate falls significantly below that of the other electrodes (at least 1 stand-
ard deviation below the mean of the peak firing rates on all electrodes in
the largest cluster) or,30Hz. If,30 electrodes remain, then we exclude
this candidate IW event from further analysis.

When multiple candidate IW events are detected for a seizure, we
identify the primary event as that with the highest summed peak firing
rate (sum of peak firing rates from each participating electrode). We
compute the sum rather than the average to weight the number of elec-
trodes recruited to the IW event.

From the crossing times, we estimate the direction of IW propaga-
tion as described in section TW velocity estimates. We estimate 95%
confidence bounds for the direction estimates using the procedure out-
lined in section Bootstrap estimation of direction uncertainty.

To identify the time near IW crossing with the largest shift in TW
direction alignment, we identify peaks in the cross-correlation between a
Heaviside step function H (H(t): = {0 if t [ [�5, 0] s, 180° if t [ [0, 5] s,
undefined otherwise}) and the absolute value of the mean difference
between the TW directions and the IW direction computed on sliding 5
s intervals (4.9 s overlap). We select the time with the highest peak in
cross-correlation occurring within 10 s of the IW crossing time.

Autodetection of IW width
We combine candidate IW events separated in time by less than t sec-
onds. We allow the threshold t to differ for each seizure to account for
differences in IW propagation speed. Our procedure for choosing t is as
follows: for each seizure, we compute at each time point the number of
electrodes in a high-firing rate state (z score of smoothed MUA rate�3).
We then (1) smooth this count using a moving Gaussian window kernel
with SD equal to t /2 s, and (2) compute the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the tallest peak in the smoothed count of high-firing rate
electrodes. While the FWHM is at least 5% greater than t , we set t =
FWHM and repeat Steps 1 and 2. This iterative smoothing procedure
allows for identification of multiple isolated peaks in the noisy firing
rate, with smoothing parameters appropriate for each seizure.

Detection of stable intervals
To examine how the trends in TW directions change through time, we
first identify periods of time with fixed or slowly drifting TW directions,
consistent with directions arising from a single source. To start, we iden-
tify times when the TW directions are locally stable. To do so, we com-
pute the DI on overlapping 5 s windows (4.9 s overlap) and define the

window as stable if the DI is at least 0.5 (0.97), max-descent method
(group delay method). We assign to each stable window a single repre-
sentative TW direction. For the max-descent method, we compute the
mode of the directions in the 5 s window surrounding each stable time.
We use the group delay method estimates directly since the 10 s intervals
used to compute these estimates already reflect local trends. For both
methods, we then smooth the time-series of representative stable direc-
tions using a 5 s window median smoother. We define stable intervals as
contiguous sequences of stable windows during which only small
changes occur in TW direction (difference in consecutive directions
,30° and rate of change of consecutive directions ,90°). If there is a
gap of .2 s in an interval, the interval is divided. For each seizure, we
keep only stable intervals with durations exceeding 2 s. In one seizure,
we detect 8 (7) intervals (P9 s2; max-descent and group delay methods,
respectively); in this instance, we analyze only the six longest intervals
and note that the durations of the excluded intervals are,3 s. Results of
this analysis for all patients are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Fixed source computational model
To verify that both methods accurately detect the propagation direction
of TWs, we simulate the mean-field model of a 2D cortical sheet devel-
oped in Steyn-Ross et al. (2013) and extended in Martinet et al. (2017).
The model consists of excitatory and inhibitory cell populations with
short-range synaptic and electrical (gap junction) coupling. We simulate
a 5� 5 cm region of cortex using 50� 50 nodes so that nodes are sepa-
rated by 1 mm. To model focal seizures, we divide the simulated region
into an irritative zone - a region admitting TWs during seizures - and a
healthy zone. The irritative zone is implemented as a circular subregion
(diameter 4.3 cm) with a small persistent positive offset to the excitatory
population (1.2mV relative to the healthy zone). We simulate a 32 s sei-
zure with 10 s pre- and post-ictal periods for a total simulation time of
52 s. During the ictal period, we further depolarize the excitatory popula-
tion (1.7mV) in a 5-mm-diameter subregion within the irritative zone.
This region acts as a fixed source of TWs throughout the duration of the
seizure. We measure the direction of the waves at a 4 mm � 4 mm sub-
region (consistent with the size of the MEA). We repeat the simulation
100 times, each with a different noise instantiation and with a different
angle between the MEA and the fixed source (i.e., a random rotation of
the MEA location with respect to the fixed source).

We include extracellular potassium dynamics in the model as
described by Martinet et al. (2017), but we modify the equations for the
slow changes in gap junction functionality and resting voltages that
result from changes in extracellular potassium concentration ([K1]). In
Martinet et al. (2017), these slow changes are modeled using equations
of the form dR/dt = jR/tR, where R is the response being modeled, tR is
the time constant of the response, and j is 1 or �1 corresponding to an
increasing or decreasing response, respectively. Here, we instead model
the same responses as sigmoid functions of [K1]: f([K1]) = b/(11 exp
(�c([K1] � a))). In this notation, the parameters a, b, and c define the
sigmoid center, maximum, and slope, respectively; the parameters of the
sigmoids are shown in Table 2. We make this modification to incorpo-
rate dependence of the gap junction and resting voltage dynamics on
[K1] and limit the range of the responses.

The remaining model parameters match those listed in Steyn-Ross
et al (2013; their Table 1), with the exception of the offset to the resting
potential (here DVrest

e;i = 0, 1.2, 1.7mV vs 0, 1.5mV) to model the healthy
region, irritative zone, and fixed source, respectively. For clarity, we note
that the total resting voltage offset (DVrest

e;i ) is the sum of the offset based
on the location of the node and the extracellular potassium concentra-
tion, as in Martinet et al. (2017). In simulations, we use a spatial step of 1
mm and a temporal step of 0.02ms.

Fixed source and IW computational model
We extend the fixed source model by incorporating an IW into the sim-
ulation. The IW is modeled as a slowly advancing collapse of inhibition
(Trevelyan et al., 2006; Schevon et al., 2012; Liou et al., 2020), which we
implement here as a decrease in the maximum firing rate of the inhibi-
tory cell population (Qi

max decreases from 60 to 40Hz). We model IW
spread as a contagion: the IW starts at a single node and spreads to
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neighboring nodes probabilistically at a rate of;1 mm/s (Schevon et al.,
2012; Smith et al., 2016). The maximum inhibitory firing rate collapses
and recovers smoothly following an inverted Gaussian curve (mean 0 s,
standard deviation 0.5 s). We shift the Gaussian so that the maximal col-
lapse in firing rate (extremum of the negative Gaussian) occurs 1 s after
seizure onset; we choose a standard deviation of 0.5 s to match the dura-
tion of the IW on each channel (�2 s; see Table 3).

Statistical analyses
All analyses and modeling were performed using custom algorithms
written in MATLAB (The MathWorks). Algorithms to estimate the TW
directions, the IW directions, and simulate the computational model are
available for reuse and further development at https://github.com/Eden-
Kramer-Lab/Seizure-Waves-Validation.

Jackknife estimation. We use a jackknife (leave-one-out) resampling
technique to estimate population means with 95% confidence bounds
of a characteristic across patients. To do so, we compute the set of esti-
mates, ûpf gP

p¼1 of a given characteristic u, where ûp is the estimate for
patient p and P is the number of patients. From this set of P estimates,
we compute the set of P resampled estimates fû�pgPp¼1, where û�j is the
estimate of u derived from the set ûpf gP

p¼1;p6¼j. From the distribution of
resampled estimates, we compute û, an estimate the population mean,
with 95% CIs as follows:

û ¼ Mean fû�pg
� �

;

95%CI ¼ û � 1:96
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Varðfû�pgÞ

p
P� 1

; û1
1:96

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Varðfû�pgÞ

p
P� 1

� �
:

Bootstrap estimation of direction uncertainty. To estimate uncer-
tainty in the direction of IW propagation, we resample with replacement
from the set of arrival times (with corresponding locations) and calculate
the propagation direction as described in TW velocity estimates. We
repeat the resampling 1000 times and estimate confidence bounds by
computing percentiles 2.5 and 97.5. To compute percentiles of angular
data, we first subtract the circular mean from the set of resampled direc-
tion estimates, then compute percentiles; we then add back the circular
mean to obtain confidence bounds.

Data availability
The data for each seizure analyzed here are available online at OSF
(https://osf.io/xbqu7/). Files include LFP and MUA event times.

Results
Existing methods accurately estimate TW directions in
simulations
In existing studies (Smith et al., 2016; Martinet et al., 2017), two
alternative methods were applied to infer the location of the
source of fast TWs during seizures. In one method, discharge ar-
rival times were determined by identifying the time of peak nega-
tive slope of the LFP on each electrode (maximal descent or
max-descent method) (Smith et al., 2016). In another method,

the group delays between the LFP on the central electrode and
the LFP on each other electrode were used to infer arrival times
at 100ms intervals (group delay method) (Martinet et al., 2017).
Both methods then estimated the wave direction by fitting a
plane to the measured arrival times. To characterize the perform-
ance of these two alternative methods for estimating TW direc-
tion, we first apply each method to the TWs produced in a
computational model of seizure activity. We implement an exist-
ing mean-field model, consistent with the spatial scale of the LFP
data observed and shown to reproduce features of in vivo seizure
dynamics (Martinet et al., 2017). The model consists of excita-
tory and inhibitory neural populations coupled through synaptic
interactions and gap junctions between spatial neighbors on a
two-dimensional (50� 50 mm) cortical surface (see Materials
and Methods). The computational model includes both an irri-
tative zone (a subregion that is susceptible to seizures and
admits fast TW dynamics) and a fixed source of fast TWs, both
modeled as regions of heightened excitability (see Materials
and Methods). The fixed source generates fast TWs that propa-
gate across the irritative zone, but not far beyond (example in
Fig. 1A).

To compare the wave direction estimation methods, we select
a 4� 4 mm subregion (consistent with the MEA dimensions)
and apply each method to the simulated LFP data. Visual inspec-
tion of an example simulation shows that both methods correctly
identify the direction of the TWs (Fig. 1B). Repeating this simu-
lation (N=100 realizations, each with a different noise instan-
tiation and fixed cortical source location; see Materials and
Methods), we find that both methods perform well. To assess
performance, we compute the average difference and DI for
each method and simulation. The DI measures the consistency
of the estimated TW directions; a DI of 1 indicates that all esti-
mates point in the same direction, while lower values indicate
greater variability in the direction estimates (see Materials and
Methods). Both methods infer the correct wave direction with
low error (max-descent method, Smith et al., 2016: median
�0.091°, interquartile range [IQR] [�0.870, 1.141]°; group delay
method, Martinet et al., 2017: median �0.044°, IQR [�0.596,
0.549]°; Fig. 1C), and high DI (max-descent method: median
0.990, IQR [0.9734, 0.9939]; group delay method: mean 0.997,
IQR [0.9851, 0.9989]; Fig. 1D).

To test how each method responds to a shift in the loca-
tion of the wave source, we rotate the location of the source
by 90° midway through the simulation (t = 16 s; example in
Fig. 1E, direction estimates in Fig. 1F). For each method
and for each simulation, we compute the DI in the 5 s inter-
val surrounding the shift. Both methods register the shift as
a reduction in DI (max-descent method, median 0.750, IQR
[0.705, 0.781]; group delay method, mean 0.880, IQR
[0.867, 0.898]; Fig. 1G).

To assess how quickly the inferred directions adjust to the
direction change, we compute the difference between the true
direction and each estimated direction. We define the adjust-
ment time as the duration of the interval where this difference is
large (sustained above a threshold 3 standard deviations above the
mean error in the fixed source simulations; max-descent method
threshold 11.6°; group delay method threshold 3.8°). The adjust-
ment time is an order of magnitude smaller for the max-descent
method (mean 0.022 s; IQR [0.020, 0.064]) compared with the
group delay method (mean 7.65 s, IQR [5.25, 8.70]; Fig. 1H).

We conclude that both methods accurately estimate the direc-
tion of TWs in these simulations. The group delay method has
lower variance (higher DI) but is slower to register changes in

Table 2. Parameters of sigmoid response functions

Response
variable

Sigmoid
parameters (a, b, c)

Range for
[K1] in [0, 1] Description

Dii 1 0.3 �4 [0.3, 0.15] Inhibitory gap junction functionality
DVreste 0.5 0.5 10 [0, 0.5] Excitatory resting voltage offset
DVresti 0.5 0.3 10 [0, 0.3] Inhibitory resting voltage offset

Table 3. Characteristics of tonic firing events classified as IWs

Mean [IQR]

Firing rate (Hz) 153 [96, 167]
Duration (s) 1.87 [1.28, 2.19]
Propagation speed (mm/s) 0.96 [0.30, 1.71]
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the source direction. The max-descent method has higher var-
iance (lower DI), but more quickly tracks changes in the source
location.

Both methods perform similarly on in vivo recordings
Having shown that the two existing methods perform similarly
well on synthetic data, we now apply both methods to in vivo
recordings from human seizures (examples in Fig. 2A–D; for all
subjects and seizures, see Fig. 3). We consider here a combined
set of subjects (11 subjects, 31 seizures) collected and analyzed
separately in previous studies (Table 1) (Truccolo et al., 2011,
2014; Kramer et al., 2012; Schevon et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2013;
González-Ramírez et al., 2015; Wagner et al., 2015; Smith et al.,
2016, 2022; Martinet et al., 2017; Liou et al., 2020; Merricks et al.,
2021). Visual inspection of the estimated TW directions (Fig.
2Ai–Di) and the differences between these estimated directions
(Fig. 2Aii-Dii, Aiii-Diii) reveals cases in which the methods agree
(Fig. 2A–C) and disagree (Fig. 2D).

To understand first whether results
from the in vivo and synthetic data agree,
we compare the DI estimated from the in
vivo data to that estimated from the fixed
source simulations. Specifically, we esti-
mate the DI on 5 s sliding intervals (4 s
overlap) during each seizure and compare
the most stable intervals (DI values ex-
ceeding the 90th percentile; P90(DI)) to the
mean DI from the fixed source simulations
(Fig. 2Ei). Across all seizures, the median
value of P90(DI) is near 1, consistent with
the DI from the fixed source simulations
for both methods (max-descent method
median 0.92, IQR [0.744, 0.960]; group
delay method median 0.999, IQR [0.997,
0.999]). Repeating this analysis using in
vivo DI values exceeding the 50th percen-
tile, we find that the group delay method
continues to infer stable TW directions,
while the max-descent method instead
infers directions with substantially more
variability (max-descent method median
0.69, IQR [0.51, 0.80]; group delay method
median 0.99, IQR [0.98, 0.99]; Fig. 2Eii).

Next, we examine in the in vivo data the
angular difference between the max-descent
and group delay method direction esti-
mates. For each seizure, we generate a set
of per-discharge differences, the difference
between the direction estimated by the
max-descent method at each discharge and
the nearest (in time) group delay method
direction estimate, and compute the mean
difference between the estimates on sliding
5 s intervals (4 s overlap). In a majority of
seizures (23 of 31), the median value of the
empirical distribution of differences during
the seizure is ,45° (median 32.8°, IQR
[15.5, 51.4]°; Fig. 2Fi). To understand
whether direction estimates from the two
methods differ in a consistent way across
time, we also examine for each seizure a dis-
persion in the differences (measured as the
width of the IQR). Large dispersion suggests
that the methods produce similar estimates

during some intervals of the seizure, and comparably many dissim-
ilar estimates during other intervals; small dispersion indicates a
consistent difference between the methods throughout the seizure.
Visual inspection shows that the dispersion tends to increase with
the median difference between methods (Fig. 2Fii). When the me-
dian difference between methods is small, consistent estimates
occur throughout the seizure (examples in Fig. 2A,B). As the dis-
persion increases, so does the median difference (example in Fig.
2C). When the median difference between methods is large, inter-
vals of agreement and disagreement occur in comparable propor-
tions throughout the seizure (example in Fig. 2D). We note that, in
rare cases, the median difference is high relative to the dispersion
(2 seizures from patient P10; Fig. 2Fii, yellow circles), suggesting a
persistent difference between the estimates from each method.

We conclude that, while both methods detect intervals with
highly stable (DI. 0.9) TW directions, estimates from the group
delay method are more stable than the max-descent method,

Figure 1. Existing methods accurately infer TW directions in simulation. A, Example TWs in a mean-field cortical surface
model. Each frame shows the activity of the excitatory cell population with a fixed source of TWs (red circle) and a 4� 4
mm MEA (red square). Darker shades represent higher activity. TWs generated at the source propagate outward (red curve
and arrows) until reaching the bounds of the irritative zone (dotted line). B, Direction estimates using both methods in one
example simulation. Peaks in the firing rate of the excitatory cell population (gray trace) occur when the TW source is active
(time in [0, 32] s) and indicate TWs passing over the MEA. Dots represent the estimated direction (pink represents max-
descent method; blue represents group delay method) of TW propagation through time. Horizontal line at 0° indicates the
true direction of propagation. C, D, For estimates of the TW directions for each method (N= 100 simulations; pink represents
max-descent method; blue represents group delay method), histograms of the distributions of error (C) and DI (D). E, F,
Same as in A, B, but the source location rotates midway through the simulation (time = 16 s). G, H, Histograms of the distri-
butions of the DI (G) and adjustment times (H) surrounding a change in source direction (N= 100 simulations; pink repre-
sents max-descent method; blue represents group delay method).
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consistent with the simulation results. In most seizures, the mean
difference between the methods fluctuates but tends to be ,45°.
These findings are consistent with the expected behavior of the
methods when TW directions undergo periods of stability inter-
spersed with rapid changes. During periods of stable TW direc-
tion, the methods agree, with high DI. During rapid changes in
TW direction, the methods disagree as a rapid change in TW
direction appears instantaneously in the max-descent method
and more slowly in the group delay method.

IWs occur in most seizures
The results above show that TWs appear during seizures, con-
sistent with previous studies (González-Ramírez et al., 2015;
Wagner et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2016; Martinet et al., 2017; Liou
et al., 2020; Diamond et al., 2021). However, the source produc-
ing these TWs remains controversial (Smith et al., 2016;
Martinet et al., 2017; Proix et al., 2018; Schevon et al., 2019). One
hypothesis posits that TWs emerge from an IW, a slowly propa-
gating region characterized by tonic high MUA (i.e., high firing
rates) and collapsing feedforward inhibition, that delineates the
boundary between penumbral (inhibition intact) and recruited
(inhibition collapsed) territories (Schevon et al., 2019). However,
high tonic firing does not always demarcate the IW (Wagner et

al., 2015; Schevon et al., 2019; Merricks et al., 2021) and to iden-
tify the IW recent studies have developed additional criteria asso-
ciated with recruitment (Schevon et al., 2012, 2019; Weiss et al.,
2013; Merricks et al., 2021). Because the full collection of optimal
features that characterize the IW remains unknown, we here
define the IW based solely on the presence of increased tonic fir-
ing (i.e., without additional inclusion criteria; see Materials and
Methods). We then characterize the identified IWs and compare
these results with existing descriptions.

We identify an IW in 20 of 31 seizures and 8 of 11 patients
(examples in Fig. 4A; none detected in 3 patients: P2, P10, P11).
We note that this set includes those seizures cited as evidence sup-
porting the original IW hypothesis (subjects P4 and P5) (Schevon
et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2016). To compare the
identified IWs with previous descriptions, we compute the peak
firing rate (average peak firing rate across electrodes where the IW
is detected), duration of the event (average event duration across
electrodes where the IW is detected), and propagation speed
(magnitude of velocity associated with plane of best fit; see
Materials and Methods). We find that all three characteristics
(Table 3) are consistent with previously reported results (reported
firing rates� 100Hz; reported speeds� 1 mm/s; reported
durations� 2 s; Fig. 4B) (Schevon et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2016)

Figure 2. Existing methods produce consistent TW direction estimates for in vivo data. Ai–Di, Example TW directions inferred from 4 subjects and seizures estimated through time using both
methods (pink represents max-descent method; blue represents group delay method; patient ID and seizure number indicated in plot title). Seizure onset occurs at time 0 s. Aii–Dii, Differences
between the directions estimated by the max-descent method and the group-delays method (gray dots); traces represent the mean difference over 5 s sliding windows. Aiii–Diii, Summary histo-
grams of the absolute mean differences between the max-descent and group-delay methods; bar height indicates the proportion of means in each bin, and bars are segmented into darker and
lighter regions to indicate positive and negative means, respectively. Negative bins are also shown using dotted outlines. Marker and whisker represent the median and IQR of the absolute differen-
ces. A–C, Example seizures with consistent TW direction estimates between methods (median difference between methods is ,45°). D, Example seizure with inconsistent direction estimates
between methods. E, The 90th (Ei) and 50th (Eii) percentiles of the DI for each seizure estimated using each method (max-descent method, horizontal axis; group delay method, vertical axis). The
black ‘x’ indicates the DI of the fixed source simulations. F, Median and IQR of the differences between estimated directions in each seizure. Fi, Markers indicate the median difference between esti-
mates; vertical lines indicate first and third quartiles. Fii, Same as in Fi, but with medians plotted along the horizontal axis and IQR along the vertical axis. E, F, Marker color and shape represent
patient identity (see legend). Triangular markers represent surgeries performed in Boston (Massachusetts General Hospital or Brigham Women’s Hospital). Circular and square markers represent sur-
geries performed at Columbia University Irving Medical Center.
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We conclude that an IW is a common feature near seizure onset
in these data, in support of existing studies that examined a
smaller number of cases (Schevon et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2016).

The IW has a transient impact on TW directions consistent
with the IW hypothesis
Under the IW hypothesis, TW directions approximately align
with the IW direction ahead of IW crossing, and then TW

directions reverse after IW crossing (Smith et al., 2016; Schevon
et al., 2019; Liou et al., 2020). To characterize how the IW affects
fast TW directions, we consider the subset of patients and seiz-
ures with an IW (20 seizures with an IW, 8 patients) and exam-
ine the distributions of TW directions before and after IW
crossing (examples in Fig. 5A). Visual inspection suggests a shift
in TW directions near the IW crossing in some (e.g., P3 in Fig.
5A), but not all, seizures (e.g., P4 in Fig. 2A). In addition, before

Figure 3. TW direction estimates through time using both methods for all seizures. Dots represent TW direction estimates (pink represents max-descent method; blue represents group delay
method) versus time. Figure titles indicate patient label and seizure number. Seizure onset occurs at time 0 s.
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IW crossing, TW directions appear to align with the IW direc-
tion in some cases (examples in Fig. 5A), again consistent with
the IW hypothesis.

To test the IW hypothesis, we first divide each seizure into a
pre-wavefront interval (from seizure onset until IW crossing)
and a post-wavefront interval (from IW crossing until seizure
termination). We then estimate the mean TW direction within
each interval (N=20 seizures with an IW, 8 patients). If the IW
hypothesis holds, then we expect to find pre-wavefront mean
directions within 90° of the IW direction (found in 12 of 20 and
15 of 20 seizures using the max-descent and group delay meth-
ods, respectively) and post-wavefront directions within 90° of the
reversed IW direction (found in 12 of 20 seizures, both meth-
ods). We find that both pre-wavefront and post-wavefront align-
ment criteria hold in only 6 of 20 and 7 of 20 seizures using the
max-descent and group delay methods, respectively (Fig. 5B,C).
We conclude from these initial results that only limited evidence
exists to support a sustained shift in TW direction at IW
crossing.

Two factors may limit our ability to detect a shift in TW
direction at IW crossing: (1) uncertainty in determining the IW
crossing time and (2) transience of the IW effect on TW direc-
tion. To address these factors, we first identify for each seizure
the time near (610 s) IW crossing with the largest shift in align-
ment between TWs and the IW (see Materials and Methods).
Second, we analyze the evolution of TW direction in sliding 5 s
intervals (4.9 s overlap) from seizure onset to termination using
a jackknife procedure (see Materials and Methods). Briefly, for a
given interval, we compute the mean difference between the TW
directions and the IW direction for each patient (u p; Fig. 5D).
We then perform a leave-one-out procedure (leaving out each
patient) to estimate the population mean (u ) with 95% CIs at
each time point (Fig. 5E).

With these modifications, we find for both methods an inter-
val of preferentially aligned TWs ahead of the IW (u , 90°,
p, 0.05, jackknife procedure; t in [�10, 0] s), followed by an
interval of preferentially reversed TWs after IW crossing (u .
90°, p, 0.05, jackknife procedure; t in [0, 20] s; Fig. 5E).
Examining TW directions in limited epochs near the IW cross-
ing time (pre: t in [�7.5, �2.5] s; post: t in [2.5, 7.5] s), we find
shifts in TW direction that satisfy the pre-wavefront and post-
wavefront alignment criteria in 12 of 20 (14 of 20) seizures (max-

descent and group-delay methods, respectively; compared with 6
of 20 and 7 of 20 seizures when considering the full epochs; Fig.
5F,G). We conclude that, near IW crossing, there exists in a ma-
jority of seizures a shift in TW direction consistent with the IW
hypothesis.

Beyond the interval of time directly surrounding IW crossing,
both methods indicate fluctuations;90° of the mean TW direc-
tion. The transient relationship between the IW and TW direc-
tions may result from reduced accuracy of direction estimation.
Both the group delay method and the max-descent method apply
linear regression to estimate the direction of wave propagation.
This regression approach may become inappropriate as the IW
moves further from the MEA, reducing the number of time
points with significant direction estimates (see Materials and
Methods). To test for changes in regression accuracy over time,
we examine the proportion of TWs detected (Fig. 6A) and RMSE
of the linear model fits (Fig. 6B). Reduced alignment between
fast TWs and the IW late in seizure may also result from increas-
ing directional variability as the TW moves further from the IW.
To test this, we also examine the DI through time (DI, Fig. 6C).
Computing the slope of each statistic after IW crossing (t in [10,
50] s; see Fig. 6, right panels), we find no evidence of a consistent
change (p= 0.19, two-tailed t test; Table 4). We conclude that
insufficient evidence exists to support the hypothesis that reduc-
tions in signal-to-noise drive the transient relationship between
the fast TW directions and IW directions. We note that perform-
ing the same analysis yields similar results for t in [10, 40] s or
t. 10 s.

We conclude that, near IW crossing, a transient relationship
exists between the TW and IW directions, consistent with the
IW hypothesis: just before IW passage, the TW and IW direc-
tions align; and just after IW passage, the directions reverse.

Multiple shifts in TW direction occur during seizures
We have shown that a shift in TW directions coincides with IW
crossing. However, this relationship is transient; as the seizure
progresses beyond IW crossing, relationships between TW and
IW directions become unclear. Visual inspection suggests that,
in some seizures, multiple shifts in TW directions occur (exam-
ples in Fig. 5A). We now consider the properties of these stable
TW directions and their relationships to the IW. We expect no
more than one discrete shift in TW directions coinciding with

Figure 4. IWs are detected in a majority of seizures. A, Example recruitment patterns from each patient with an IW. In each subfigure, squares represent electrodes organized on a 10� 10
MEA. Darker colors represent later recruitment times (i.e., time of arrival TOA; see scale bars), and missing squares represent electrodes where the IW was not detected. Arrows indicate direc-
tion of IW propagation. Shaded region of the open circles in the center of each subfigure represents 95% CIs of the estimated propagation direction (see Materials and Methods). Insets, IW
direction with 95% CIs for each seizure of the patient shown. B, Peak firing rate, duration, and propagation speed of the IW detected in each seizure. Marker shape and color represent patient
identity (see legend).
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the IW crossing over the MEA. More than one shift in TW direc-
tions suggests more complicated dynamics resulting from, for
example, a partially dissipated IW or multiple interacting TW
sources.

To assess these relationships, we first identify intervals
where the TW directions are stable. To do so, we measure
the DI on overlapping 5 s intervals (4.9 s overlap) through-
out each seizure and consider an interval stable if the DI
exceeds 0.5 (0.97) and lacks abrupt shifts in TW direction
(max-descent method and group delay method, respec-
tively; see Materials and Methods). We illustrate the stable
intervals detected in an example seizure in Figure 7A. In
this example, we detect 5 stable intervals, comprising 52%

of the seizure (I*) such that the longest interval (the fourth
interval) makes up 34% of the stable time (I†max). Stable
intervals for all seizures are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Across all patients and seizures with an IW (N=20), the me-
dian number of intervals detected is 3 (Fig. 7B) and the median
percentage of time stable is 52% (69%; max-descent and group
delay methods, respectively; Fig. 7Ci). Before IW crossing, the
median percentage of time with stable TW directions is 31%
(55%) compared with 62% (69%) after IW crossing (max-descent
and group delay methods, respectively; Fig. 7Cii,Ciii). We find
that most stable intervals are transient; the average duration of
an interval relative to seizure duration is 16% (24%; max-descent
and group delay methods, respectively; Fig. 7Civ). We also find

Figure 5. Fast TWs temporarily coordinate with the IW. A, TW directions through time oriented to the IW. Ai, Examples of TW directions through time in three seizures. Dots represent TW
estimates (pink represents max-descent method; blue represents group delay method) with times and directions adjusted so that the IW occurs at 0 s (vertical line) with direction 0°. Visual
inspection suggests that TW directions shift near IW crossing (arrows). Aii, Polar histograms of the distribution of TW directions before (left) and after (right) IW passage. In two examples, the
post-IW distributions appear unimodal in the group delay method (first and second rows, blue bars); the other histograms represent complex or multimodal distributions. B, Changes in mean
TW direction during pre- and post-IW epochs in each seizure. Each barbell represents the pre- and post-IW mean TW direction (pre-IW on the left; pink represents max-descent method; blue
represents group delay method). Gray barbells represent the directions expected under the IW hypothesis. C, Summary of pre- and post-IW directions in all seizures. Histograms of mean (left)
pre- and (right) post-IW directions. Outlined bars represent distribution of signed mean directions (solid pink line indicates max-descent method; dashed blue line indicates group delay
method); shaded bars represent distribution of absolute value of mean directions (pink represents max-descent method; blue represents group delay method). A–C, All directions are rotated so
that the IW direction is at 0°. D, Mean difference between TW direction and the IW direction through time in each patient using each method (pink represents max-descent method; blue repre-
sents group delay method). Time is aligned so that the IW occurs at t= 0 s; traces indicate the mean on sliding 5 s intervals (4.9 s overlap) for a given patient. E, Mean difference between TW
and IW directions through time. Traces indicate jackknife estimates of the mean using estimated means from each patient; shaded regions represent 95% CI of the mean. Vertical bar at 0 s rep-
resents IW crossing time. TWs are more closely aligned with the IW just ahead of IW crossing (mean, 90° both methods, p, 0.05, jackknife estimator), then shift to more closely reversed
just after IW passage (mean. 90° both methods, p, 0.05, jackknife estimator). D, E, Vertical solid line at 0 s indicates IW crossing time; vertical dashed lines indicate 5 s before and after
IW crossing time. F, G, Same as in B, C, but for TW directions in limited 5 s intervals before (t in [�7.5,�2.5] s) and after (t in [2.5, 7.5] s) time of detected shift.
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that a single stable interval dominates the total time stable; the
longest stable interval makes up 66% of the total time stable
(77%; max-descent and group delay methods, respectively; Fig.
7Cv). We note that the longest stable interval is the last stable
interval in 15 of 20 (9 of 20) seizures (max-descent method and
group delay method, respectively).

To summarize, we find in a majority of seizures (12 of 20
max-descent method, 13 of 20 group delay method; Fig. 7B) at
least three stable intervals, consistent with dynamics resulting
from multiple focal TW source locations. TW directions tend to

remain stable throughout large portions of a seizure, more so af-
ter IW crossing, and the amount of time stable tends to be domi-
nated by a single stable interval. We conclude that one main TW
source typically dominates the dynamics, accompanied by one or
more transient sources.

A framework to unify the two competing theories of TW
origin
While our analysis reveals features of TW activity consistent
with the IW hypothesis, we also show that TWs arise frommulti-
ple source locations. In particular, we observe in many seizures a
dominant source direction combined with one or more transient
source directions. Because this dominant source direction can
last as long as 50 s (example in Fig. 10A), we propose an updated
hypothesis in which a fixed source and IW interact. To illustrate
this proposal, we consider an example (P3 s2, max-descent
method) in which the seizure progresses through three intervals
of stable TWs, each with a distinct direction (Fig. 10A). In this
example, TWs first propagate outward ahead of the IW, and the
TW direction is IW-aligned (UA, illustration in Fig. 10Ai). Then,
as the IW crosses the MEA, the TW direction changes to

Figure 6. Reductions in signal-to-noise do not explain the transient relationship between TW and IW directions. Left, Expected proportion of (A) discharges classified as TWs, (B) RMSE of lin-
ear model fits, and (C) DI through time. Solid lines indicate estimated mean value. Shaded region represents 95% CI (pink represents max-descent method; blue represents group delay
method). Right, For each metric and for each seizure, the slope of best linear regression fit for [10, 50] s. Marker shape and color represent patient ID. Filled (hollow) markers represent max-
descent method (group delay method). IW crossing occurs at t = 0 s.

Table 4. Summary of changes in signal characteristicsa

Validation metric TOA method Mean slope [95% CI] pb

Proportion TW (unitless) max-descent 0.0017 [�0.0024, 0.0059] 0.39
group delay �0.0003 [�0.0027, 0.0021] 0.8

RMSE (ms) max-descent �0.02 [�0.076, 0.037] 0.48
group delay �0.036 [�0.13, 0.06] 0.44

DI (unitless) max-descent 0.0046 [�0.0046, 0.014] 0.31
group delay �0.0085 [�0.021, 0.0045] 0.19

aEstimates of the mean and 95% CIs for the collection of slope estimates shown in Figure 6.
bSignificance levels (i.e., p values) are computed using a one-sample two-tailed t test.
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propagate in the IW-reversed direction (UR; Fig. 10Aii). Finally,
as the influence of the IW fades, TWs propagate from a fixed
source (UF; Fig. 10Aiii).

To simulate this proposed scenario, we consider the neural
mass model in Martinet et al. (2017). We model the irritative
zone as a subregion with persistent increased drive to the excita-
tory cell population (4.1 cm diameter; 1.2mV increase in the
resting membrane potential of the excitatory population).
Within the irritative zone, we model the fixed source as a focal
region with increased excitatory drive during the seizure (5 mm
diameter; 1.7mV increase in the resting membrane potential of
the excitatory population). We model the IW as a slowly expand-
ing (1 mm/s) front of suppressed inhibition (the firing rates of
the inhibitory populations decrease from 60 to 40Hz), which
results in increased excitatory population activity (Trevelyan et
al., 2006; Schevon et al., 2012; Liou et al., 2020) (see Materials
and Methods). We simulate a 60 s seizure (Fig. 10B) with the IW

source (the location where the IW first appears), fixed source,
and MEA located in a triangular configuration with each ;2 cm
apart (Fig. 10C). At seizure onset, we first briefly detect TWs
propagating from the fixed source (Fig. 10B, t= 2 s). Then, the
IW expands and becomes the dominant source of TWs (t in [2,
20] s); TWs propagate away from the IW in both directions
(inward and outward) so that TW directions are initially IW-
aligned (UA, Fig. 10Bi). After IW crossing (t=25 s), the TW
directions reverse (UR, Fig. 10Bii). When the IW expands beyond
the irritative zone, the TW directions change again, reflecting the
influence of the fixed source (t. 40 s, Fig. 10Biii). We note the
qualitative agreement between this simulated seizure (Fig. 10B)
and the in vivo example (Fig. 10A); both display three stable
intervals of TW direction (corresponding to the sequence {UA, UR,
UF}), with changes consistent with both an IW and fixed source.

Different placements of the MEA, with unmodified IW
source and fixed source locations, produce different time

Figure 7. Multiple shifts in TW direction occur during seizures. A, Example stable intervals from one seizure. Estimates of TW directions (small black circles represent max-descent method)
organize into five stable intervals (sequences of large pink circles). Seizure duration (T) is the time from first to last detected TW. The interval from first TW detection to IW crossing is the pre-
IW epoch (Tpre); the interval from IW crossing to the last TW detection is the post-IW epoch (Tpost). The duration of each stable interval n is denoted In with the longest, or primary, interval
denoted Imax. Bottom, Gray box represents example intervals. B, Number of stable intervals per seizure. Histograms oriented with counts on the horizontal axis. Pink (blue) histograms oriented
to the left (right) represent results of analysis using the max-descent method (group delay method). Circles represent the median number of stable intervals detected across all seizures. C,
Stability of TW direction during seizures. Histograms organized as in B. Circles represent median values. Ci–Ciii, Proportion of time with stable TW directions during the (Ci) entire seizure, (Cii)
pre-IW epoch, and (Ciii) post-IW epoch. Civ, Average interval duration relative to seizure duration. Cv, Duration of primary interval relative to total time stable.
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evolutions of TW directions. For example, when arranged colli-
nearly, the two sources are difficult to distinguish. Locating the
MEA between the IW source and the fixed source (Fig. 10C,
location m1), UF equals UR, so that TW directions appear with
the progression UAUR (Fig. 10D, m1). Locating the MEA collin-
ear with, but beyond the fixed source and IW source (Fig. 10C,

location m2), UF equals UA, so TW directions appear with the
progression UAURUA (Fig. 10D, m2). Locating the MEA on the
boundary of the irritative zone (Fig. 10C, location m3), few TWs
propagate in the UR direction, and the UA and UF directions
dominate. However, given the geometry in this simulation with
UA and UF ,45° apart and the MEA located far from the

Figure 8. Stable intervals and active sources in each patient and seizure computed using the max-descent method. Each subplot represents a single seizure with directions estimated using
the max-descent method. Small black dots represent the raw estimates of the TW direction (vertical axis) versus time (horizontal axis). Larger dots represent that the TW direction is stable
within the surrounding 5 s interval (DI. 0.5). Dot color represents source-group assignment (see Materials and Methods); the first identified source-group is assigned the brightest color and
the last identified source is assigned the dark (gray) color. Time is aligned so that IW passage occurs at 0 s. Dashed horizontal line indicates the IW direction.
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sources, these directions are difficult to distinguish, resulting in
TWs appearing to propagate from a fixed source (Fig. 10D, m3).
These examples illustrate that interactions between an IW and a
fixed source can produce complex progressions of TW direc-
tions, consistent with those observed in the data. In addition, the
placement of the MEA can dramatically change the observed

progressions, to produce TW dynamics consistent with each, or
neither, existing theory.

Discussion
While TWs appear common during seizures (González-Ramírez
et al., 2015; Wagner et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2016; Martinet et

Figure 9. Stable intervals and active sources in each patient and seizure computed using the group delay method. Same as in Figure 8, computed using the group delay method. Larger
dots represent that the TW direction is stable within the surrounding 5 s interval (DI. 0.97). Time is aligned so that IW passage occurs at 0 s. Dashed horizontal line indicates the IW
direction.
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al., 2017; Liou et al., 2020; Diamond et al., 2021), whether these
waves arise from a fixed source (Martinet et al., 2017) or
slowly expanding wavefront (Smith et al., 2016) remains
unclear. Because of the limited MEA recordings studied by
each group (N = 3 subjects in Smith et al., 2016; N = 3 sub-
jects in Martinet et al., 2017), and the different analysis
methods developed and applied, whether the conflicting
conclusions reflect patient- or method-specific characteris-
tics remained unclear. To resolve this dispute, we investi-
gated the relationship between the IW and the direction of
fast TWs during human seizures using the combined data
and methods from both groups (Smith et al., 2016; Martinet
et al., 2017). Doing so, we reproduced many results from
the existing literature, including evidence that TWs coordi-
nate with an IW (Trevelyan et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2016;
Liou et al., 2020), and evidence of long-lasting TW sources
(Martinet et al., 2017). However, we also found evidence
that both existing theories failed to capture the complete
range of spatiotemporal dynamics observed. We showed
that the relationship between the IW and TWs was transient
and persisted only near the time of IW crossing, and that
seizures exhibit multiple stable directions of TWs, consist-
ent with an interplay between TW sources at multiple loca-
tions. To address these limitations, we combined the two
existing theories in a new model consisting of both an IW
and fixed source of TWs, and showed in simulation how

this model produced multiple patterns of TW dynamics
consistent with the scenarios observed in vivo.

The IW has been proposed as the mechanism driving cortical
seizure spread and termination (Eissa et al., 2017; Parrish et al.,
2019; Schevon et al., 2019; Liou et al., 2020). At the boundary
between functional and collapsed inhibition, the IW generates
the aberrant TW dynamics associated with propagating ictal dis-
charges observed during seizures. Here, we present more evi-
dence that a relationship between the IW and TW extends
beyond slice recordings (Trevelyan et al., 2006, 2007; Chiang et
al., 2018; Wenzel et al., 2019) or a specific small set of patients
(Schevon et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2016; Liou
et al., 2020; Merricks et al., 2021). However, directly testing the
hypothesis that the IW generates ictal TWs remains a challenge.
We note that patients with slow or undetected IWs tend to pro-
duce TW direction estimates with greater variability and less
agreement between estimation methods (e.g., see P7, P10, and
P11 in Fig. 2). Clinically, these patients also differ: P7, P10, and
P11 all have MEAs located in the frontal lobe (Table 1). While
intriguing, the small number of patients available here limits
confidence in these preliminary observations.

To model the TWs that propagate during seizures, we simu-
lated both an IW and a fixed source. Doing so, we mimicked
many features observed in vivo, including the following: the pas-
sage of an IW with transient TW alignment, the emergence of
multiple stable TW directions, and the existence of a dominant

Figure 10. A model combining a fixed and IW source produces complex progressions of TW directions. A, Example in vivo seizure containing two shifts and three stable intervals, each with
distinct directions (labeled UA,R,F and indicated as light blue, red, and dark blue dots, respectively). This progression may reflect the combined influences of a fixed source (FS, Ai–Aiii, radio
tower pictogram) and an expanding IW (Ai–Aiii, black dashed line, arrows indicating IW propagation). The square grid represents the MEA. In this schematic, (Ai) TWs (light blue contours) ini-
tially align with the IW (direction UA, light blue arrow). Aii, After the IW crosses the MEA, TWs (red contours) reverse direction (direction UR, red arrow). Aiii, Once the IW dissipates, only
TWs (dark blue contours) from the fixed source remain (direction UF, dark blue arrow). B, A simulation reproducing the UA!UR!UF progression observed in vivo. During a simulated sei-
zure, TW directions (max-descent method, direction 0° indicating the IW direction) shift from (Bi) IW-aligned (UA, light blue dots), to (Bii) IW-reversed (UR, red dots), to (Biii) FS-aligned
(UF, dark blue dots). Horizontal dashed and solid lines indicate relative directions of IW source (0°, UA) and fixed source (45°, UF), respectively. Gray trace represents the simulated firing rate
of the excitatory cell population. Panels above represent images of the excitatory cell population activity on the cortical surface at 10 s intervals; dark (light) shades represent high (low) activity;
the red dashed circle encompasses the irritative zone; and the star, square, and radio tower represent the IW source, MEA, and fixed source, respectively (see legend). C, Geometry of the simu-
lation shown in B. The IW source (star), fixed source (radio tower), and MEA (grid) organized in a triangular configuration. An irritative zone (gray circle) lies within the cortical surface (black
square). The locations indicated with black squares (labeled m1, m2, m3) correspond to alternative MEA placements shown in D. D, Alternative placement of the MEA leads to different TW
direction progressions. WhenUF =UR (location m1 in C), the TW directions progressUA!UR. WhenUF =UA (location m2 in C), the TWs progressUA!UR!UA. The MEA at the bound-
ary of the irritative zone (location m3 in C), coupled with the geometry here, results in TW directions that appear fixed.
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TW direction. However, we note that no unique solution exists
for the observed TW dynamics. For example, the emergence of a
stable TW source after IW passage could result from the follow-
ing: the appearance of a coexisting fixed source temporarily
obscured by the IW (as we simulated) or uneven dissipation of
the IW resulting in a spatially localized TW source. While the
IW might obscure a coexisting fixed source, strong excitatory
inputs from the IW could instead initiate a secondary fixed
source (Liou et al., 2018). Although limited spatial coverage of
the MEA prevents investigation of these different scenarios,
application of existing source localization techniques (Kim et al.,
2010; Weiss et al., 2013; Becker et al., 2014; Diamond et al., 2021;
Li et al., 2021) could provide additional insight by identifying the
cortical locations of each wave source. An increase in MUA,
which may manifest as high gamma activity (Mukamel et al., 2005;
Rasch et al., 2008; Weiss et al., 2013), at each source would provide
additional evidence to support each TW source.

Beyond the existing hypothesized role of the IW, we identified
additional cortical features involved in the progression and mainte-
nance of TWs during seizures. Specifically, we identified multiple
stable TW directions during seizures and proposed that each stable
direction corresponded to a cortical seizure source. This proposal is
consistent with the concept of a seizure network, in which multiple
sources of seizure activity (Liou et al., 2018; Diamond et al., 2021)
evolve over the large-scale brain network (Davis et al., 2021), a con-
cept that remains debated (Zaveri et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2021). To
analyze this network, we consider MEA recordings, which reveal
only a small portion of the brain network. However, becausemacro-
scopic TWs dominate these brain dynamics late in seizure, the
propagation of these waves over the MEAs provides insights into
their network source. We note that the limited spatial coverage of
theMEA also prevents testing the assumption that similar dynamics
occur across cortex. However, the consistency of results across
patients, with different MEA locations, and the consistency of TW
dynamics across MEA and macroelectrode recordings (Martinet et
al., 2017) support the generalizability of these results.

To simulate these multisource seizures, we developed a bio-
physically-motivated computational model that incorporates the
two proposed sources of TWs: a slowly moving IW (Schevon et al.,
2012; Smith et al., 2016; Liou et al., 2020) and a fixed source
(Martinet et al., 2017). The model reproduces the diversity of trends
observed in the progression of TW directions via manipulation of
the relative locations of an IW, fixed source, and recording array.
This proposal differs from a recently developed phenomenological
model (the Epileptor field model) in which changes in the location
of the TW source result from reorganization of the phases of the
neural oscillators (Proix et al., 2018). The two modeling approaches
provide complementary mathematical and biophysical perspectives;
future work may further unify these perspectives.

Surgical treatment for epilepsy remains imperfect; following
resective surgery seizures return in 70% of patients without a
brain lesion, and up to 40% of patients with a clear structural
lesion (Rosenow and Lüders, 2001; Cohen-Gadol et al., 2006;
Jeha et al., 2007; Wetjen et al., 2009). We propose that, if the
sources of TWs serve as fundamental nodes in the seizure net-
work, then some of the TW sources may provide therapeutic tar-
gets in the seizure network. If a single source generates TWs,
then targeting this source (i.e., resecting a fixed source or the ini-
tial IW source) might reduce seizure recurrence. Targeting the
source of ictal TWs (Diamond et al., 2021), the source of propa-
gating interictal ripples (80-250Hz events) (Tamilia et al., 2021),
or the source of propagating interictal discharges (Alarcon, 1997;
Mitsuhashi et al., 2021) has been shown to improve surgical

outcomes. Alternatively, if multiple TW sources exist, then we
hypothesize that treating each source (e.g., as multiple responsive
neurostimulation [RNS] targets) (Sisterson et al., 2019), or a suf-
ficient subset of sources, may disrupt the seizure network and
prevent the pathologic TW dynamics. Whether targeting IW
sources or fixed sources improves the chances of successful treat-
ment remains unknown; future work is required to compare
treatment outcomes with the number and type of TW sources
removed. Extending these observations to include dynamics on
an anatomic or functional connectome may provide additional
insights (Jirsa et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2017; Proix et al., 2018;
Hashemi et al., 2020; Mitsuhashi et al., 2021), including pathways
for nonlocal TW and source propagation (Shah et al., 2019;
Wenzel et al., 2019), personalized to a patient’s brain network
model (An et al., 2019). Continuing work to understand the sour-
ces of TWs during seizures, and to link these sources to epilepsy
treatment, promises novel therapeutic strategies for patient care.
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